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We present a team of two humanoid robot commentators for AIBO robot soccer games.
The two humanoids stand by the side lines of the playing ﬁeld, autonomously observe
the game, wirelessly listen to a “game controller” computer, recognize events, and select
announcing actions that may require coordination with each other. Given the large degree
of uncertainty and dynamics of the robot soccer games, we further introduce a “Puppet
Master” control that allows humans to intervene, prompting the robots to commentate
an event if previously undeﬁned or undetected. The robots recognize events based on
input from these three sources, namely own and shared vision, game controller, and
occasional Puppet Master. We present the two-humanoid behavioral architecture and
the vision-based event recognition, including a SIFT-based vision processing algorithm
that allows for the detection of multiple similar objects, such as the identical shaped
robot players. We introduce the commentating algorithm that probabilistically selects a
commentating action from a set of weighted actions corresponding to a detected event.
The probabilistic selection uses the game history and updates the action weights to eﬀectively avoid repetition of comments to enable entertainment. Our work, corresponding
to a fully implemented system, CMCast, with two QRIO robots, contributes a team of
two humanoids fully executing a challenging observation, modeling, coordination, and
reporting task.
Keywords: Cooperating humanoids; controlled autonomy; event recognition; multi-object
visual detection; history-based probabilistic action selection.

1. Introduction
Research in robot soccer within RoboCup, has rapidly progressed since its beginnings in the mid-1990s.1 The robots successfully compete as teams, perceiving a
challenging dynamic environment, making decisions, cooperating as a team, and
acting to achieve concrete objectives. Although the robots play the game, humans
perform all the other functions associated with the game, including being commentators and referees. One challenging question is whether we can also develop robot
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commentators and referees for the game of robot soccer. In this article, we present
how we address the commentator task with a team of two humanoid robots, namely
two Sony QRIO robots.4,a Our work enables future extensions to robot referees and
even coaches.
We developed the ﬁrst humanoid robot commentators for the speciﬁc game of the
RoboCup Four-Legged Robot League, in which two teams of four Sony AIBO robots
compete. There are several previous eﬀorts that demonstrated soccer commentators for either real soccer images,5 or for simulation soccer,6 or for the small-size
RoboCup soccer game.7,8 Except for one of these eﬀorts,7 which used a humanoid
head, the commentators were not done with actual mobile humanoid robots, showing that the core task of commentating a game may not necessarily “need” to be
performed by a humanoid robot.
We choose the commentator task for our humanoids for two main reasons.
Firstly, we view the commentator task with an additional goal of interaction with
the audience, which ﬁts well with the use of humanoids. The interaction that we
have developed so far can be viewed as a one-way interaction with the audience: the
robots act to announce and entertain, but the robots do not process visual or sound
information from the audience. Creating full two-way interactive commentators is
one step for future work. Secondly, as it is hard to ﬁnd tasks for full humanoids
to autonomously perform, we ﬁnd that this commentator domain provides a concrete challenge for the humanoid robots, requiring them to completely and robustly
integrate their perception, cognition, and body motion.
An additional interesting aspect of our work, which further distinguishes it from
the few previous robot commentator eﬀorts, is our use of two humanoid robot
commentators. We pursue research on multi-robot systems, and the fact that the
playing ﬁeld is larger than the range of the vision of a single QRIO oﬀers a great
opportunity for us to investigate a team of two humanoid commentator robots.
Finally, although our work is developed within the speciﬁc commentator task, we
aim to contribute a general architecture and algorithms potentially capable of being
used in other similar “observation-reporting-motion” multi-robot tasks.
Our two robot humanoids act as a team of commentators, CMCast standing on
the side line of the RoboCup AIBO playing ﬁeld, following the game, and announcing game events. Figure 1 shows the setup.
Each humanoid robot commentator has a stereo vision camera, on-board computing for processing its perception, cognition, and motion, multiple actuators, and
wireless communication. The robots observe the AIBO game. They assess the state
of the world from three diﬀerent sources: (i) their own vision, (ii) a “game controller”
that transmits the calls of the human referee, such as goals, fouls, and out-of-bounds
balls, and (iii) a “Puppet Master,” which we introduce as a control interface that
allows a human to prompt the commentator to announce any event that the robots
a The

QRIO robots were developed by Sony, who has since ceased new developments on the QRIO
robot platform.
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Fig. 1. Two QRIO robot commentators for an AIBO robot soccer game.

may not have detected through their vision, or that may not have been called by
the referee.
We organize the article on our team of humanoid game commentators as follows.
Section 2 ﬁrst presents the overall behavior architecture, introducing the connections between the reasoning and the multiple sources of input and output. It then
introduces the complete behavior algorithm that allows the robots to robustly identify and call events in the game. Section 3 presents the vision processing to enable
event recognition. Game objects are processed based on color. A SIFT-based vision
algorithm enables visual recognition of multiple objects, such as the AIBO soccer players. We did not include this autonomous multi-object detection feature
in our demonstrated CMCast commentator system at RoboCup 2006, mainly due
to lack of development time. However, the algorithm has been successfully demonstrated using real video footage of RoboCup games. The robots in the demonstrated
CMCast announced the game based on visual tracking of the colored ball. Section 4
then presents our event recognition from wireless communications, namely the referees’ game controller, and the “Puppet Master” control interface. Section 5 presents
the library of announcements, which allows multiple speech and gesture commands
to be generated for similar events for entertainment. It further explains our algorithm for selecting announcements as a function of the game history. Finally, Sec. 6
draws conclusions on the work presented.
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2. Architecture
At a high level of abstraction, the commentator task consists of a loop in which
the commentators (1) observe the game through various sensory and wireless input
sources, (2) ﬁlter those inputs to recognize salient events, and (3) provide event
announcements and relevant commentary by means of speech and gestures. Our
behavior architecture captures the interactions between these three underlying main
concepts: observations, events, and actions.

2.1. Overall behavior architecture
Figure 2 shows a high level overview of the overall architecture of our system,
CMCast, which consists of the two robots, a centralized control module, the Director, and two external input sources, i.e. the Game Controller and the Puppet
Master.
The commentator task sets a clear requirement for immediate responses to
events. To ensure this capability, we introduce a centralized decision module, the
Director, is responsible for processing external input and coordinating the behavior
of the two robots. Centralized control enables fast and eﬃcient decisions, without the need for decision-making negotiation strategies over the wireless network.
The Director chooses the robots’ actions, which are executed by their onboard
processors.
Input to the Director comes from three classes of sources: the Game Controller,
the Puppet Master, and the two robots. The Game Controller is the referee interface
used within the RoboCup four-legged robot league to communicate referee decisions
to the robots. All calls within a game, such as kickoﬀ, ball out, and penalties, are
made verbally by a human referee who observes the game. The calls are entered
by another human game oﬃcial into the Game Controller, which in turn wirelessly
communicates this information to the AIBO robots. The robot players then act
autonomously in response to the called game situations.

Fig. 2. The CMCast overall architecture.
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Given that this Game Controller exists basically to transfer human referee commands to the robot players, we introduce it also as an input source of information to
the Director. The Game Controller provides valuable and precise information about
the current state of the game, which cannot be always determined through other
means (e.g., the robot commentators cannot determine which robot was penalized
using vision because all AIBO robots on a team have the same visual appearances).
The Game Controller enables the commentators to report the state of the game
and to explain the various rules of the game, such as penalties, as they occur.
Not all interesting events have human referee calls associated with them. Therefore not all events, on which the robots need to commentate, are available from
the Game Controller. For example, when a particularly good shot is made by an
attacker, or a goalie robot makes a spectacular save, the commentators should
respond to these events, even if these events do not result in a referee call. We
resort to recognizing some of these events through the robots’ on-board vision, as
we describe in Sec. 3. This vision-based event information is reported by the robots
to the Director module.
The combination of the Game Controller and the robots’ own vision to detect a
series of predeﬁned event classes inevitably still not able to detect “all” interesting
events. It may be that the robot behavior is diﬃcult to recognize through vision
processing, that the event occurs out of view of the robots’ cameras, or that an
exceptional circumstance occurs that was not included in the predeﬁned possible
set of events. We introduce another input to the Director module, the “Puppet
Master,” which provides a human commentator assistant with a means to manually
supplement event data. Section 4 discusses further details of the Game Controller
and Puppet Master.
Given the three types of sources of input — Puppet Master, Game Controller,
and Robots (see Fig. 2) — the Director collects and maintains a Game History,
as a set of game statistics that are relevant for later announcements. For example,
the Director keeps a count of penalties for each robot so that it can announce
when a particular robot has suﬀered an additional penalty. In each iteration of
the algorithm, the Director evaluates its input, detects signiﬁcant events that may
have occurred, and triggers the appropriate commentating responses for each of
the robots. The resulting output can vary between a single utterance or motion,
to a full dialog between the two robots. Section 5 provides further details about
the game history and also describes the algorithm for selecting the appropriate
response to a detected event. Commands for physical motions, such as gestures,
are communicated to each robot from the Director via the wireless network. Each
robot executes its speciﬁed commands using on-board behavior architecture, which
we now describe.
2.2. On-board single robot behavior architecture
Figure 3 shows the QRIO robot on-board behavior architecture. Processing begins
with the image data acquired from the robot’s camera, from which information
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Fig. 3. The CMCast robot on-board behavior architecture.

about objects in the robot’s environment is extracted by the Vision module.
The position and orientation of the robot is calculated by the Localization module, based on the observed locations of ﬁxed localization markers (colored beacons
placed around the edges of the AIBO playing ﬁeld that act as landmarks), as well
as the robot’s odometry model. The World Model module uses the vision and localization data to track the global positions of other objects detected by the robot in
the environment, such as the ball. The global position of the ball is communicated
by the robot to the Director, enabling both commentators to maintain up-to-date
information even if one robot may not have the ball in its ﬁeld of observation.
Finally, the behavior module uses the world model information to execute primitive
behaviors as instructed by the Director.
The set of primitive behaviors includes motion gesture commands, ball tracking
behaviors, and ball search. All of these behaviors require low latency for smooth
execution, and are therefore best executed on-board the robots.
3. Vision Processing for Event Recognition
Important objects in the RoboCup environment are color-coded: the ball is colored
orange, the ﬁeld is green, and the two goals are colored blue and yellow. There
are also color-coded markers intended for robot localization; each of these markers
consists of two colored bands on a white column. To detect objects in the RoboCup
environment, the robots perform color segmentation on the camera images using
the CMVision9 image library, and then run a series of object detectors over the
segmented images to determine which objects are present.
CMVision includes eﬀective color-based object detectors for the ball, goals, and
localization markers. Below, we discuss the purpose of vision on the robot, including
ball detection as performed in CMCast. We also present a SIFT-based algorithm
that enables the needed detection of multiple color-equivalent robots. The algorithm
was not part of the demonstrated CMCast, but it has been successfully applied to
RoboCup video footage.
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3.1. Color-based object detection for CMCast
We use vision to provide low latency information to the on-board behaviors so
the robot can quickly and realistically respond to events as they unfold. In the
commentator domain, the QRIOs mainly use low latency information from vision for
eﬀective ball tracking. The robots use ball position estimates from the vision module
to servo their heads and bodies to make it clear to the audience that they are paying
attention to the current state of the soccer game. In addition to tracking the ball, the
robots use information from vision to detect the positions of localization beacons.
Beacon information allows the robots to compute their global positions on the ﬁeld
and therefore translate the positions of other objects, such as the ball, into global
coordinates, so that those positions can be shared between robots. Furthermore,
the robots use vision of the goals to focus on the appropriate goal in response to
events, such as points being scored.
We use vision to detect events for the robots to incorporate into their commentary. Currently, two types of events are detected: the presence of the ball in a
particular region of the ﬁeld, and times when the ball has been kicked by a robot.
Each robot uses its estimate of the ball position, as well as its own position, to
detect when the ball enters particular regions of the ﬁeld, such as the area around
a goal. The robots also monitor the ball to determine when it is kicked. Each robot
maintains a running history of ball positions. They compare movement vectors
between the ball positions and compute a heuristic conﬁdence metric, which gauges
whether or not the ball has been kicked, based on the length of the vectors as well
as the co-linearity of the vectors. In practice, a history length of six ball sightings,
or one half seconds of data, allows the robots to accurately detect when the ball is
kicked.
Object detection is performed after color segmentation. Figure 4(a) shows an
example of a color image as captured by a robot’s camera. Figure 4(b) shows the

(a) A color image from QRIO’s camera

(b) The image after our color segmentation

Fig. 4. Color-based image processing for recognition of relevant game objects.
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results of color segmentation on the same image, illustrating successful segmentation
of the orange ball from the player robot and the ﬁeld. A localization marker is also
segmented and can be seen at the edge of the ﬁeld.
The result of color segmentation is a set of colored regions. We run a series
of object detectors over this set of regions. Each object detector selects candidate
regions that are likely to belong to that object. For example, the ball detector
considers all orange regions above a size threshold; the localization marker detector
looks for an appropriate pair of colored regions next to each other (e.g., a pink
region directly above a blue region). These candidate regions are scored according
to a series of heuristic models. For instance, the models for the ball expect the
ball region to have a roughly square bounding box and to be near green regions
(corresponding to the ﬁeld). Color regions possessing most of these features therefore
score highly by the ball-detection model. The output of the ball detector is the largest
orange region with an acceptably high score. This score is also a heuristic conﬁdence
estimate indicating how likely it is that the object is truly present. The distance to
each object is calculated by intersecting rays through the closest pixels of the object
onto the ground plane. The relative position of each object can then be found via
the robot’s kinematics; this relative position is then translated into a shared global
coordinate frame by using the results of the Localization module.

3.2. SIFT-based detection of player robots
Our actual demonstrated humanoid commentators at RoboCup 2006 relied on visual
perception of the ball and of the goals. However, we want to provide the humanoids
with the additional capability of autonomously processing their own vision to evaluate the state of a more complex game, in particular by determining the positions
of the players on the ﬁeld. We have successfully researched on such an algorithm
for which is a challenging task as the robots appear all the same. We also show
experimental results obtained in the RoboCup domain.
The detection and position identiﬁcation of multiple non-rigid objects, such
as walking four-legged robots, is a very diﬀerent challenge from the problem of
detecting single ﬁxed-shape objects, such as the ball in a robot soccer game. While
the ball is a moving target that gets frequently occluded, distorting its visible shape,
it is still identiﬁable through its unique orange color on the ﬁeld. The player robots
however, are basically all of the same color and are very likely to share colors with
the ﬁeld markings and other objects in the background. In addition to this color
ambiguity, we are interested in separating the multiple robots. This separation is
not possible to reliably achieve using color segmentation, as falsely identify a cluster
of robots as a single object due to an incorrect merging of neighboring colored
regions.
As we cannot rely on color for the recognition and separation of the multiple
robots, we introduce a robot detection algorithm to make use of visually interesting textural features of the object to be recognized. However, even when relying
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on textural features rather than color, we still have to overcome the challenge that
highly non-rigid player robots cannot be easily represented by a single global feature
descriptor because a robot’s overall shape conﬁguration can change fundamentally
between observations. Our approach aims to overcome this problem by representing
objects using purely local features without enforcing a strict geometric relationship
between them.
For the eﬀective separation of the multiple robots, we introduce a probabilistic
voting scheme where each detected local feature produces its own hypothesis of
an object’s most likely location. Clustering then enables the detection of multiple
instances of the robot in the image. Our algorithm provides detection of multiple
robots in a scene while being robust enough to handle object deformation, object
motion, and perspective changes which are inevitable in our commentator task.
Our algorithm’s feature detection and description is based on PCA-SIFT.10
A standard SIFT vector is a 128-dimensional local feature descriptor of interesting keypoints in the image.11 SIFT descriptors are invariant to scale and rotation and relatively robust to perspective changes, making them ideal for object
recognition tasks. SIFT has been successfully applied to robust object detection
in still images11 for a variety of applications, such as metric robot localization12
and medical imaging.13 A comparative study shows that SIFT descriptors are one
of the best currently available descriptors.14 PCA-SIFT10 is an extension to SIFT
that reduces SIFT’s high dimensionality by applying principal component analysis (PCA). PCA-SIFT is hence better suited for nearest neighbor lookups against
a training dataset. We have used a 20-dimensional PCA-SIFT for the detection
of multiple static objects in continuous video footage, a task that is commonly
encountered in many robotic domains.15 We present an extension of this technique
for domains containing multiple non-rigid objects.16
In order to detect the multiple walking similar robots, our approach consists of
two major components: the training stage to learn the representation of a single
player robot by collecting its PCA-SIFT features; and, the recognition stage to
detect and localize player robots in real-time video footage.15 We focus on presenting
the recognition.

3.2.1. Centroid voting space for multi-object recognition
Table 1 shows the detection and position identiﬁcation stage allowing for the recognition of multiple similar objects.
The detection threshold θ determines the matches with the training data, as the
Euclidean distance in PCA-SIFT space between a feature and its nearest neighbor
from the training dataset. Choosing a good value of θ is critical. A smaller value of
θ will deliver fewer but more precise matches, while a larger value of θ will deliver
more matches while increasing the likelihood of false positives.
We introduce a voting scheme to determine the position of each object (e.g.
player robot) in the image. Any matched feature kij votes for where it predicts the
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Table 1. Detection and position identiﬁcation phase of the SIFT-based multi-robot detection.
Let the “voting space” be a set S containing votes of hypothesized 2D robot positions. Let S = ∅
initially.
For each frame vi of our incoming continuous video V :
(1) Generate the set of all PCA-SIFT keypoints Ki containing keypoints kij ∈ Ki .
(2) For each keypoint kij of Ki :
(a) Perform a nearest neighbor lookup with all the elements tl of the training set T . An
observed PCA-SIFT feature kij is considered a match if
min D(kij , tl ) ≤ θ

tl ∈T

where D is the Euclidean distance, and θ is a given detection threshold.
(b) For any matching kij , calculate the hypothesized position of the object’s center pl , by
scaling and rotating the previously recorded relative position locrell of tl to match the
scale and orientation of kij . Add the hypothesized position pl as a “vote” to the voting
space S.
(3) Run a clustering algorithm on the voting space S using a clustering threshold δ and enforcing
a minimum cluster size of s votes. Then calculate the center of mass for each cluster, as the
resulting object position in the image.

center of its parental object to be. The algorithm retrieves the nearest neighbor
tl and its relative position towards the annotated object’s center from the training
set T . The algorithm then rotates and scales tl ’s relative location vector to match the
scale and orientation of the newly detected keypoint kij . When adding this vector
to the absolute location of kij , a hypothesis of the object’s center is generated.
This hypothesis is counted as a vote for the object’s center in the two-dimensional
voting space. This voting scheme allows for the identiﬁcation of multiple hypotheses
for the multiple object centers.
The voting scheme is an heuristic approximation, as there is no clear guarantee
that the same feature cannot occur at a diﬀerent relative position towards the
object’s center than in the training data. This is especially the case because the
object is non-rigid. However, we can optimistically assume that many of the votes
do in fact approximately match the object’s center and that our voting scheme takes
care of possible outliers.
An interesting side-eﬀect of the voting space approach is that it automatically
solves the problem of occlusion. Even when an object is half occluded or moving oﬀ
the visible screen, the algorithm still correctly hypothesizes the object’s center.
When applied to multiple objects in the image, the algorithm ﬁnds multiple
density peaks of votes in our voting space, each representing a hypothesis for a
player robot’s location. Thus, after populating the voting space, a clustering algorithm locates these peaks. We use the Mean-Shift18 clustering algorithm due to its
high performance even under large sets of votes. As other clustering techniques,
Mean-Shift requires a clustering threshold δ, also known as the “bandwidth.” The
crucial purpose of δ is to determine whether a particular vote is close enough in
feature space to be considered a part of an already existing cluster of votes, or
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whether it is too far and should thus be treated as the initial vote of a new cluster.
Choosing a smaller value of δ makes the clustering of votes less likely, and can
lead to unnecessary multiple detections of the same object. Choosing a larger value
of δ increases the likelihood of clustering votes and increases the risk of wrongly
grouping multiple object instances into a single detection point. Finally, clusters
are rejected, if they contain less votes than a minimum cluster size threshold s.
The center of mass is computed for each remaining cluster and returned as the ﬁnal
detected position.
3.2.2. Multi-robot detection results
The domain of our commentating task certainly constitutes an interesting testing
ground from a vision perspective. The robots used are highly dynamic and non-rigid,
featuring 20 degrees of freedom that allow almost any conceivable actuation of legs,
feet, neck, and head. Participating RoboCup teams typically create their own unique
robotic motions which range from basic walking patterns to rather complex and
unorthodox bodily expressions. Video scenes are normally populated with several
robots that can be depicted in various shape conﬁgurations, perspectives, and scales.
Other frequent vision constraints are robot occlusion, highly cluttered backgrounds
(for instance, by a human audience), and motion blurring. We applied our approach
on random training and testing data from this domain.
Figure 5 shows some interesting detection results using real RoboCup footage.
Frames (a)–(c) show some very successful examples where the algorithm is able
to correctly locate the robots even when being partially occluded, such as the goalie
in frames (a) and (b). Frame (c) further shows how the algorithm is able to correctly recognize robots of diﬀerent scale and orientation, even when clustered closely
together. Finally, frame (d) shows an example where two robots in the front are

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. A selection of interesting frames from the testing video. The top row shows the input
frames. The bottom row shows the centroid voting space after running PCA-SIFT on the input
frames. Each vote is annotated by a small black dot. The result of clustering and centroid-ﬁnding
on this voting space is marked by larger black circles.
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performing a rare “celebration” move. Detection fails for these two robots, because
none of their visible local features were ever observed during training. Nevertheless,
the other robots in the front of this scene are successfully detected.
Good computational performance is a signiﬁcant requirement of our approach
as it is intended to be used in a real-time commentator task. We have performed a
detailed quantitative analysis of our algorithm that shows its eﬀectiveness.16
4. Wireless Information Sources
Wireless networking allows each of the components of our architecture, including
the QRIO robots, to communicate with each other.
4.1. Game Controller
The referees of the RoboCup four-legged robot league use a program Game Controller, which wirelessly sends referee calls and similar information to the players.
Figure 6 shows the Game Controller interface.
We develop our commentators to also listen to this data source, which allows
them to detect a rich class of events that would be diﬃcult or impossible to detect
through vision. Speciﬁcally, the Game Controller provides the following information
to the humanoid commentators:
• Game state: The current score, whether the game is in the ﬁrst or second half,
the time remaining in the half of the game, and the team to kick oﬀ.
• All the penalties that can be called against the robots: Ball holding, illegal
defender, goalie pushing, player pushing, leaving ﬁeld, pick-up request, illegal
defense, obstruction, and damage. The penalty data tells which robot(s) were
penalized for each foul.

Fig. 6. The Game Controller interface, as developed in the RoboCup Four-Legged Robot League.
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• Goal scored.
• “Ball out” calls made by the referees.
• Time-outs called by either team.
The Game Controller provides valuable notiﬁcation of many events that the
robots may otherwise have been unable to recognize autonomously.
4.2. Puppet Master
There are many signiﬁcant number of interesting events that are not detectable
either with the on-board vision or with the Game Controller input. For instance,
the AIBOs sometimes crash due to empty batteries. It is diﬃcult for the commentators to visually recognize a crashed robot as opposed to a stopped robot. We have
developed the oﬀ-board Puppet Master controller to allow a human operator to
artiﬁcially insert speciﬁc types of events, such as robot crashes, into the commentators’ game history. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the Puppet Master interface,
as we developed it.

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the Puppet Master — an interface for human guidance.
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The Puppet Master consists of three main functional parts, namely:
• Event guidance — One of the main functions of the Puppet Master is to provide the robot commentators with additional event information. The top of the
interface in Fig. 7 shows the event choices available to the user. The events fall
into three categories:
— Game events are predeﬁned announcements associated with game situations.
These events include sequences of announcements made at various stages of
the match (e.g. before the game, at half time), exclamations relating to interesting occurrences on the ﬁeld (e.g. “wow!”, “oops!”) and comments on common game occurrences (e.g. robot crashed, nice save).
— Filler events are used to ﬁll in the silence when nothing particularly interesting is happening in the game. When the ﬁller event is invoked in the
Puppet Master, the robots comment on something not directly related to
the current game state, such as further explanation of the game rules, the
abilities and hardware of the AIBO robots, and team-speciﬁc details such as
their team captain, areas of research interest, and results from past RoboCup
competitions.
— Manually selected speech and motion events enable the user to specify custom
speech and gestures which are not part of the predeﬁned events (shown under
the “Say”, “Motion” empty ﬁelds at the top of the interface). The human can
hence enable a robot to respond to unpredicted and highly unusual events.
Within the demonstrated CMCast at the RoboCup 2006 event, this capability
was not required during commentating of the multiple games.
• Perceptual guidance — To avoid interfering with the human referees moving
around the ﬁeld, the CMCast robot commentators remain in ﬁxed positions on the
side line of the ﬁeld (see Fig. 1). Commentator movement is restricted to rotating
in place in order to face the area of interest. As a result of these limitations
on movement, the commentators are not able to track the ball continuously due
to occlusions in distant areas of the ﬁeld. Additionally, the ball position often
changes suddenly when the ball is manually positioned by the human referee
following a ball-out event.
The perceptual guidance feature of the Puppet Master enables the user to
provide the commentators with the ball position. The input is given at a highlevel of granularity, as we discretize the ﬁeld into 25 cells, as shown in Fig. 7,
with the two blue (B) and yellow (Y) goals. Based on this information, the robot
rotates to face the designated area and continues tracking the ball position using
the on-board vision.
• Motion guidance — Finally, the announcing motions may cause the robots to
shift from their desired positions next to the sideline. The Puppet Master enables
each robot to be remotely repositioned using the arrow interface located on the
bottom of the screen. Remote positioning through the Puppet Master is used
instead of automatic localization in order to ensure that noise and odometry
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errors do not cause the robot to step into the ﬁeld and interfere with normal
game play.
In summary, the Puppet Master provides a sliding autonomy interface for
integrating possible human guidance within the robot autonomous control. As
autonomous detection of game events improves, the need for this level of control
decreases.
4.3. Commentators
The ﬁnal source for event detection are the commentator robots themselves. As
described in the previous section, each robot uses its on-board vision to track the
location of the ball. Based on this information, each robot provides the Director
with two types of information:
• Ball location on the ﬁeld.
• Kick event description (direction and velocity).
In addition to information obtained from vision, the robots report back to
the Director on the execution of their motion commands. This practice is necessary for tighter synchronization, since motion commands can take up to several
seconds to complete. The Director then synchronizes the two robots’ motions, as
well as each individual robot’s gestures with its speech. In the implementation of
CMCast 10b, speech is generated by an oﬀ-board text-to-speech component19 and
sent to external loudspeakers. The external sound generation and ampliﬁcation is
needed so that the robots’ speech can be easily heard in the noisy stadium environment. However, the robots’ on-board speech synthesis software can be easily used
instead.
5. Commentating Action Selection: Speech and Gesture
The purpose of the QRIO commentator team is to inform and entertain. As such,
the commentator algorithm is tasked with intelligently processing vision and other
inputs in order to generate a timely and relevant commentary that coordinates the
two robots’ speech and gestures. The commentary is largely event-driven, but also
remarks on the development of the game over time. In this ﬁnal section, we provide
details of the commentator algorithm, located centrally in the Director module,
which processes its inputs (robot vision, Game Controller events, and Puppet Master directives) to generate commentary (speech and gestures).
Formally, the task of the commentator algorithm is to map observations to
actions. We break up this task into three subtasks: (1) keep a game history of
suﬃcient statistics of the raw observations; (2) detect relevant events from the
history (in many cases, a relevant event is immediate and only a function of the
current observations); and (3) select an action to commentate the event. Therefore,
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Fig. 8. The internal structure of the Director module of the CMCast global architecture (see
Fig. 2).

we break up this section into the subsections of game history, event detection, and
action selection.
Figure 8 depicts the ﬂow of data of the internal commentating algorithm within
the Director, supporting our detailed presentation on the three subtasks.
5.1. Game history
One challenge the commentator algorithm faces is to ﬁlter the raw inputs (as
described in Sec. 2) and summarize them in order to act. The full history would be
the sequence of all observations at all timesteps; however, the full history is large
and unwieldy for use in deﬁning a policy mapping histories to actions. We only
wish to consider elements (or features) of the history that may be relevant to later
commentary. Hence, we introduce a Game History s ∈ S, where s is a tuple of variables, each of which corresponds to a single game statistic. The Director collects
and summarizes its inputs into the Game History s.
We denote this summarization process as the history-compilation function,
denoted as Θ : O → S. An example statistic is deﬁned as ∆o = ot − ot−1 ,
which allows the algorithm to detect goals, since the output of the Game Controller includes only the score at each timestep. A more complex statistic is the
current “streak” for the most recently scoring team (i.e., how many goals it has
scored without answer). Finally, the trivial “identity” statistic is of note, which
maintains the most recent observation ot .
In general, maintaining this sort of history allows comments relating to the development of the game over time; formally, it transforms the non-Markovian process
over instantaneous game state information o ∈ O into a Markovian process over the
Game History variables s ∈ S, where the Game History is a suﬃcient statistic for
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the commentator team to act. This suﬃciency property is why we denote the game
history with the letter s, since it is essentially the state of the game, from the point
of view of the commentator algorithm.

5.2. Prioritized rule-based event identification
Now that we have ﬁltered observations to only consider relevant information, we
must determine when to act. Vision processes information many times per second,
but it is certainly not necessary to change commentators’ actions at that rate;
although motion control might still operate at high frequency, high-level decisions
about how to commentate the game need not.
We consider events e ∈ E as those changes in game state that are “signiﬁcant,”
as we deﬁne below through the use of a set of predeﬁned rules or predicates. Many
events are determined by ∆o = ot −ot−1 ; these correspond to announcing immediate
changes in the game state, such as a goal (a change in the game score). More
generally, events require use of the game history s.
We deﬁne the event-identification function as P : S → E to capture a signiﬁcant event from the game history. Since the set of possible game statistics is quite
large, we specify the event-identiﬁcation function using an ordered set of rules, or
predicates (p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ) that apply to the Game History s. Each predicate pi has
an associated event and is a boolean-valued function. When pi (s) evaluates to true,
the associated event is detected. The order of the n predicates in the predicate list
indicates priority; we deﬁne the function P in terms of the predicates as follows:
P(s) =ei if:
pi (s) is true, and

pj (s) is false ∀ j < i

P(s) =“null” if:
pi (s) is false ∀ i
where “null” is the special empty event for the case when all predicates are false.
The behavior of the algorithm is that the list of predicates is examined, in order,
and if a predicate pi evaluates to true, it “ﬁres” its associated event ei and no
more predicates are processed. The ordering of the predicates captures the relative
signiﬁcance among events. For example, goals have higher priority than other events,
as they need to be promptly announced. Although many predicates might be true
(i.e. many events might have occurred simultaneously), only a single one, the most
signiﬁcant, is announced.
Additionally, the Puppet Master can generate events directly. This does not
break the formalism above, since we deﬁne a predicate and a corresponding event
for each Puppet Master signal. These predicates are listed ﬁrst, so Puppet Master
commands have the highest priority; conceptually, if a human issues a command
through the Puppet Master, the event becomes a detected event.
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5.3. Action selection
The commentator algorithm uses the events e ∈ E to create a basic output as
an action a ∈ A. An action consists of (one or more) spoken utterances u ∈ U
and gestures g ∈ G. An action may be performed by one or both QRIOs, and
may be a single phrase/gesture pair or a sequence of several phrases and gestures.
When an action uses a sequence with both QRIOs, in a turn-taking fashion, a fullycoordinated dialog is achieved. In particular, we use this dialog at the beginning of
the game for the QRIOs to make initial comments on the game, including announcing facts about the teams in the game and predictions on which team the robots
think will win, similarly to many human sports commentators.
Formally, the commentator function C : E → A maps events e ∈ E to actions
a ∈ A. We construct C through the following steps:
(1) An atomic action of a robot r at time n is arn ∈ A. It consists of both an
utterance and a gesture, represented as an ordered pair (u, g).
(2) A joint action of both robots at time n is an ordered pair of atomic actions
(a1n , a2n ) ∈ A × A.b
(3) An action
is a sequence of joint actions
of the two robots over time:


A = (a11 , a21 ), (a12 , a22 ), . . . (a1n , a2n ), . . . = (A × A)∗ . Diﬀerent actions have
diﬀerent sequence lengths.
(4) The commentator function is the composition of a deterministic function C1
mapping events to sets of possible actions and a non-deterministic function C2
for choosing a single action from this set:
C1 : E → 2A and C2 : range(C1 ) → A, such that C = C2 ◦ C1 .
The importance of C1 is that it generates predictable robot behavior; for example, when a goal occurs, the robots need to announce the goal. However, we do not
want them to announce it the same way every time, nor do we want to prescribe how
to announce it diﬀerently the ﬁrst time, and any other time. Hence, we introduce
C2 , which allows the robots to probabilistically and autonomously select from a varied set of actions. For example, the actions for a goal event range from the simple
sentence “Goal!” to the more elaborate “An astonishing goal for the Blue team!”
followed by a celebratory dance. We specify C1 via an Action Library, consisting of
a list of potential actions for each event. For each event, C1 returns a set of actions
(in the power set of A), out of which one action is then returned by C2 .
We specify C2 by maintaining a weight for each action wa , and the algorithm
samples the ﬁnal action a to be returned from the list of actions returned by C1
with probability proportional to wa .c
To prevent repeating an action too much, we reduce the weight by a ﬁxed quantity ∆wa every time the action is used. Furthermore, we wish to prevent an action
b In

general, we could use R robots, such that joint actions would be in AR .
could instead choose a = arg maxw , but we further simulate varied “replayability,” by choosing
the action through a non-deterministic sampling, even if we update the weights with time.

c We
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from being used in quick succession. As such, we introduce a “cool-down” eﬀect by
modifying the actions’s weight over the time since its last use t such that: (1) the
probability of it being selected again immediately is zero, and (2) as t → ∞, its
probability should return to its base weight. The equation we use to achieve these
properties is:


1
a
a
a
a
w (t) = (w0 − αt ∆w ) exp −
t
where w0a is the initial weight of action a, and αat keeps a count on the number of
times the action has been visited.
Note that we use diﬀerent values of w0a and ∆wa for diﬀerent actions, since
some phrases might be less pleasing or “get old” faster than others. Also note one
important consequence
of our scheme: the maximum number
of times an action can
w0a
w0a
a
be used is ∆wa , as the weight becomes zero when αt = ∆wa . After this point, the
action will never again be selected. We can set w0a and ∆wa with values that control
the amount of use of each action. If ∆wa = 0, then the action is always selected
probabilistically with its initial weight w0a .
By deﬁning an action as a sequence of speech/gesture pairs for each robot,
we can achieve a wide variety of behaviors. In addition, we allow special “null”
utterances and gestures, so that this sequence indeed captures behavior that is just
speech or that uses only a single robot. For example, a full dialog action might be
the sequence:
t = 1: ((“Excellent Goal!”, LiftArms), (null, Cheer1))
t = 2: ((null, null), (“The fourth goal for blue in this game!”, TurnToRobots))
t = 3: ((“Yes, blue is doing very well!”, LightUpLEDs), (null, LightUpLEDs))
where LiftArms, TurnToRobots, Cheer1, and LightUpLEDs are predeﬁned gestures.
Table 2 summarizes the complete commentator algorithm in pseudo-code,
according to our description. The procedures are part of Director, as shown in
Fig. 8.
5.4. Examples of events and actions
A library captures the mapping from general (variabilized) events to actions of
(variabilized) utterances and gestures. Events, as generated from the compiled Game
History, are conceptually associated with an original source of input. Table 3 shows
a very short subset of the events and actions in the library, as well as the source of
the information used to generate the event, for clarity.
For example, the ﬁrst event in the table is “Goal scored by ?Tx,” where ?Tx is
available particular team. The source of this event is the Game Controller (GC).
Three of many other actions the robots can choose to execute in response are shown
in the table. In the ﬁrst action, the robot Commentator 1 says “What a great goal
by ?Tx,” while executing the gesture “LiftArms,” and the robot Commentator 2
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Table 2. The commentator algorithm to select an
action for a detected event, as part of Director.
procedure compileHistory(s,o):
1. ∆o = ot − ot−1
2. otherStats = updateStats(s,o)
3. s ← o ∪ ∆o ∪ otherStats
procedure detectEvent(s):
1. for pi in predicates:
2. if pi (s):
3.
return ei
4. return null
procedure selectAction(event):
1. actions = ActionLibrary(event)
2. weights = w a (t) for all a ∈ actions
3. a = sampleAction(actions,weights)
4. αa
t = number of times action a has been selected
5. ∆w a = weight update for action a
1
a
6. w a (t) ← (w0a − αa
t ∆w ) exp(− t )

simply executes the gesture “Cheer 1.” We can see an example of the Commentators
speaking in unison, (“Goal!”) while carrying out diﬀerent gestures. Table 3 shows
an example of an event that is originated from the Game History (GH), namely the
“First goal” event. In this action example, the robot Commentators conduct a conversation: “?Tx scores ﬁrst in the game!” while executing gesture “LightUpLEDs”;
“Can team ?Ty catch up?”, while executing gesture “Dance1.”
Through the use of a large library of utterances and gestures, and an algorithm
that intelligently selects which events to act on, and which actions (utterances
and gestures) to use, we are able to achieve commentary that is entertaining and
informative. Our approach further ensures that the robots’ commentary is timely
and coordinated.
6. Conclusion
The commentator task is an interesting domain for humanoid robots. We present our
work on the ﬁrst two humanoid commentators for the RoboCup AIBO robot soccer
games. The game is played on a large ﬁeld, is highly dynamic, and is hard to completely specify an a priori model. We have presented two robot QRIO commentators
that detect a large set of events recognized from a computer Game Controller, a Puppet Master, and the robots’ own vision detects color objects and can detect multiple
player. Our complete system, CMCast, is fully implemented and was demonstrated
at RoboCup 2006 event in multiple robot soccer AIBO games. The robot commentators successfully and autonomously observed the game and announced the events
through varied utterances and motion adapting to the sequence of the game and
the diﬀerent teams.
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Table 3. Example: The large library of mapping of CMCast events to actions and their
detection sources (Src.), including Game Controller (GC), Puppet Master (PM), robot vision
(RV) and Game History (GH). Events and utterances include variables (marked with preﬁx
“?”) instantiated in the game, for the team name, team score, and event counters.
Event

Src.

Robot Commentator 1
Utterance

Goal scored by
?Tx

First goal

?N push robot
penalty team
?Tx

GC

GH

GC

Gesture

Robot Commentator 2
Utterance

Gesture

What a great
goal by ?Tx!

LiftArms

null

Cheer1

null

Cheer2

Incredible goal!

Cheer3

Goal!

Cheer2

Goal!!

LiftArms

?Tx scores ﬁrst
in the game!

LightUpLEDs

null

Dance1

null

Cheer2

Can team

TalkGest1

?Ty catch up?

TalkGest1

That was the
?Nth robot
pushing foul.

TalkGest1

null

null

null

null

?Tx has been
called for
robot pushing

TalkGest3

Nice kick

RV

Nice kick
Red Team!

Cheer1

Wow!

null

Nice save

PM

null
Good defense!

Cheer2
Cheer2

Nice save!
null

Cheer3
Cheer3

Power play
team ?Tx

GC

Many ?Tx
robots are out
of the ﬁeld.
Great chance
for ?Ty.

TalkGest2

null

null

null

null

Yes! Can ?Ty
take advantage
of it?

HeadNod1

One minute
in the game!

TalkGest2

Go teams!

TalkGest3

1mn left

GC
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